Relying on conditional entropy and on the notion of information transfer, we investigate price relationships in the most important commodity futures market: the American crude oil market. We first show that the information shared by futures contracts with different delivery dates increases during the period under scrutiny (i.e. 2000 -2011). This is especially true for intermediate maturities. When focusing on information transfer, on average on the whole period, it appears that short-term maturities emit more information than long-term ones. This is consistent with the normal functioning of a futures market. A dynamic analysis however reveals that the relative importance of information flows emerging in the far end of the curve (for long-term maturities) arises as integration progresses in the crude oil market. The transmission of shocks from the paper to the physical markets is thus facilitated. Last but not least, the direction of prices moves becomes less stable as time goes on. On the theoretical point of view, these findings raise questions about the segmentation theory and the Samuelson effect. 
Introduction
Financialization is the main concern in commodity markets since a decade. Markets have become more integrated (see for example Buyukşahin and Robe (2013) or Lautier and Raynaud (2012) ); the sustained rise of prices and transactions volume, combined with an intensified presence of investors seeking for diversification through commodity indexes has raised the specter of destabilizing speculation. This is especially true for the crude oil market, which is the most important of all. However, no evidence was found that speculation has a destabilizing influence on prices or volatility.
A commodity futures market should fulfill correctly two main economic functions: hedging and price discovery. The hedging function raises the question of the relationships between the physical 1 and paper markets. Theoretically, the physical market is the place for the absolute price to appear, as a function of the supply and demand for the underlying asset, whereas the derivative market allows for relative pricing: the futures price derives from the spot price. Under normal circumstances, the information should flow from the underlying asset to the derivative instrument. This is a central assumption when building term structure models of commodity prices, for example (see among others Schwartz (1997) , which is still a reference nowadays). Is it still true, in the presence of investors taking large positions on the paper market? Is it possible that sudden changes in these positions could induce shocks and create an informational flow spreading from the paper to the physical market?
Price discovery raises another issue, that of the nature of the relationships linking the different maturities together in the derivative market. The informational content of a futures price changes according to the delivery date of the contract. What do the different maturities share and what do they not, especially when considering the short-and long-term parts of the curve? How did this phenomenon evolve through time? Intuitively, we could expect that as time goes on, under the effect of arbitrage operations allowed by rising transaction volumes on all available maturities, the segmentation of the prices curve smoothly disappears. Is is true, now that speculative positions are increasing?
In order to answer these questions, we focus on the futures contracts of the American crude oil market, negotiated on the New York Mercantile Exchange (Nymex). This is indeed the place where the transaction volumes is the highest, worldwide. The crude oil contracts are also characterized by the longer delivery dates (up to 7 years), so the investigation of the term structure is particularly interesting in this case. Our analysis covers a large period of time, from 1998 to 2011. It thus begins before the financiarization process of the commodity markets, generally situated in 2003-2004. Working on the basis of futures prices we provide, first for an extensive analysis of all maturity linkages in the crude oil market, second for an investigation of information flows between the different maturities. On that purpose, we rely on the graph theory and on the information theory. The first gives us a way to describe all the prices we are examining, as well as the links between them; the second allows for the study of the informational content of these prices. The first reason underlying the choice of the graph theory is that cross maturity linkages are numerous: there are more than 30 different delivery dates in the crude oil market, that is to say at least 870 pairs of maturities to examine (we actually studied 1740 relationships, as will be explained below). Moreover, such linkages probably change through time, as a result of evolving trading practices. Finally, chances are few that the relationships between different maturities are always linear. So, if we consider that all the futures prices we are studying (ie 30 futures prices per day, during more than 12 years) create a system, then this system is a complex one: it is made of many components, that may interact in various ways through time.
The graph theory precisely deals with complex systems, and provides for very interesting statistical measures in order to examine them. They allow for identifying some recurrent behavior (ie emergent rules), to assess the robustness of the empirical findings, and to check for eventual pathological patterns. A graph (or network) gives a representation of pairwise relationships within a collection of discrete entities. Each point of the graph constitutes a node (or vertex). In this article, a node corresponds to the time series of prices returns of a futures contract. The links (or edges) of the graph can then be used in order to describe the relationships between the nodes. More precisely, the graph can be weighted in order to take into account the intensities and/or the directions of the connections. We do both, on the basis of the information theory.
There are several ways to enrich the information contained in a graph through its links. In finance, for example, the connections between the nodes can be associated to the correlations of price returns, or to the positions of the operators. Here, as we are concerned with the information content of the futures contracts, we use the information theory in order to enrich the links of the graph in two ways: first, to determine the intensities of the links; second, to obtain their direction. To the best of our knowledge, such a use is unprecedented in finance.
The theory of information was proposed by Shannon (1948) . It aims at quantifying information,
which is precisely what we need. Mutual information is a key concept in this context. It gives a precise appreciation of the information (ie uncertainty) shared by two random variables, which are, in our case, the fluctuations of futures prices corresponding to specific delivery dates. Thus the mutual information shared by two futures contracts constitutes the intensities of the links of the graph. At this point, it is interesting to underline that each futures contract might constitute a potential source of information, and / or a potential receiver of information. In order to disentangle between these two possible functions, we introduce some directionality. We rely on conditional entropy: the entropy of our random variable is conditioned by another random variable which is, in our case, the lagged value of another futures contract.
Finally, being able to construct directed graphs gives us the possibility to disclose among futures contracts, between transmitter and receiver and to see how this transmission rule evolves according to time and / or to market conditions.
In what follows, we first expose the methodology used in this paper: it is based on conditional entropy and information transfers. We then present our data and empirical results. Our conclusion proposes theoretical improvements for the modeling of term structure behavior.
Methodology
In order to study interdependance and directionality between price movements, we rely on information theory based on the notion of entropy proposed by Shannon (1948) . We first present the notion of mutual information, which we will use as a proxy for market integration. Within this framework, it is a key concept,that quantifies the dependency between two random variables. Compared to correlations usually used in finance, the mutual information is able to catch non linear relationships between variables. We then expose thow we compute information transfer, that gives a way to study causality relationships.
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Mutual information
Considering a random variable X and its corresponding distribution p(x), the entropy refers to the degree of uncertainty of the variable X and is defined as follows:
where x is a sum over all the possible states of X.
Considering two variables X and Y with the joint distribution p(x, y), the remaining entropy of X if the values of Y are known is given by the conditional entropy:
If the distribution p(x|y) is known, the conditional entropy can be easily rewritten:
and the information between X and Y is:
It is also possible to expressed the mutual information as: According to the previous definitions, the mutual information is symmetric if we interchange X and
Information transfer
As we aim to identify each futures contract as a potential source or receiver of information, we adopt the formalism proposed by Schreiber (2000) to introduce directionality between futures contracts.
Suppose that the value of X at time t + 1 depends on the value of Y at time t. The entropy rate h 1 is defined as:
Contrary, if X at time t + 1 does not depend on Y at time t, the entropy rate h 2 is:
Then, the entropy transfer from the variable Y to X is given by the difference between the two aforementionned rates of entropy:
and the transfer from X to Y is:
Using conditional entropies, the two transfers can be rewritten as:
In the case of a linear dependency between X and Y , for vector auto-regressive processes, the transfer entropy is equivalent to Granger causality. However, it has the major advantage to be model free and to hold in the case of non linearity.
Measurements
Thanks to this definition of directionality, we are able to build several quantities in order to give evidence of the properties of prices fluctuations in terms of information contents, and to disclose, among futures contracts, between transmitter and receiver:
• the total amount of information send from a maturity
• the flow of backward and forward information
• the directionality index Using Equation (8), we can compute the total amount of information sent from the maturity M to all maturities i:
and the information received by M :
where <> i denotes the average over all the maturities except M .
We can also compute the flows of forward and backward information to investigate the changes in the direction of information. We use the notion of forward flow to picture information emitted by the short-term maturities, in the direction of long-term maturities; the reverse is true for the backward flows.
The forward flow φ f is given by:
and the backward flow φ b is:
Finally, to investigate the properties of the directionality between the contracts through the graph theory, we combined Equations (8) and (7) in order to build an index of directionality: 
Empirical results
In what follows, we first present the data. Then we focus on the information shared by the different contracts, and its evolution through time. We introduce directionality and examine information transfers. Finally we focus on the stability of the transfers.
Data
The crude oil data are daily settlement prices for the light, sweet, crude oil contract negotiated on precisely which contract has, for example, a one-or a two-month maturity and to determine when the contract changes from the two-months maturity to one-month. We were able to reconstruct 34 time series. The first 28 correspond to monthly maturities (ie from 1 to 28 months). The six last contracts correspond, respectively, to the following maturities : 30, 36, 48, 60, 72 and 84 months.
Figure 1 depicts the evolution of these prices on the period under consideration. As can be seen, the prices evolution is characterized by huge rise around 2008, followed by a huge decrease.
Note finally that the analysis below relies on the computation of the price returns of futures prices, ie the daily logarithm price differential r i , with:
the price of the futures contract with maturity i at t, and ∆t is the time window. Moreover, all dynamic analyses are made on the basis of rolling windows having a length of 500 trading days.
Mutual information: a proxy for market integration
Let us now examine what happened in this market on the period under consideration, through the lenses of mutual information. Remind that the source of information, in our case, is prices fluctuations. Thus, the mutual information depicts the simultaneous dependency or synchronous moves in the prices. more intense, which can be interpreted as a higher integration of the futures market for crude oil, which is in line with previous studies. Figure 3 gives more insight into this phenomena: it depicts the mutual information per maturity, on the whole period. We can see, again, that the mutual information increases, as the curves of mutual information are getting more and more red as time goes on (going from the front to the back of the picture). What is also evidenced, is that all futures prices do not have the same informational content: the short part of the term structure, which is situated on the left of the picture, contains less mutual information that the long-term part of the curve (on the right). This is consistent with the fact that short-term futures prices are more volatile. Moreover, there is a bulk of mutual information for middle maturities: the two extremities of the prices curve share less information with the others than the intermediate one. Such an observation can be attributed to a segmentation of the prices curve into three pieces: from the 1st to the 3rd months, from the 4th to the 27th months, and from the 30rd months to the last delivery date. Finally we can see that as time goes on, the middle part of the curve, where the amount of mutual information is the highest, becomes larger.
In other words, the integration phenomenon which can be observed on Figure 3 comes mainly from what happens on intermediate maturities. Figure 4 provides a synthetic view, on the whole period, about the information that a specific maturity shares with all others. It indeed exhibits the average mutual information for each maturity.
We can see that the average mutual information is strongly asymmetric. It increases and reaches its maximum near the 18 months maturity. Then it decreases slowly up to the last maturity. Again, there is more mutual information on the long term part of the curve (up to 7 years) than on the short part (up to 3 months); the explaining factors are not the same for the two sides of the prices curve. Whereas the shortest maturities are mostly influenced by shocks emerging in the physical market, the behavior of the longest maturities is explained by other factors such as expectations of future supply and demand for the commodity, technological changes, future discoveries, or a lack of liquidity in the futures markets (for more details on these explaining factors, see for example Cortazar and Schwartz (2003) ).
Information flows between maturities
A further step in the analysis of cross-maturity linkages lies in the examination of informational transfers. If we examine the transmission of information between different maturities, the question of which side of the term structure is the transmitter and which one is the receiver is crucial. We first perform a static analysis, on the whole period. We then turn on a analysis of dynamic behaviors.
Static analysis
Figure 5 depicts the informational transfer between maturities recorded on the whole period. The black line corresponds to the information emitted by each maturity, the red one to the information received. The bars represent, for each maturity, the average standard deviation recorded for the measure. They appear to be quite large for the information received on the long-term maturities.
The Figure receive. Moreover, most of the information is sent to the very late maturities. The information emitted first increases, till the 6 months maturity, then decreases and finally reaches a plateau. The received information has an inverse tendency: it first decreases, indicating that the short part of the term structure is, on average, less impacted by the flows of information, and then increases, with maximum values at the end of the term structure.
On the theoretical point of view, this analysis shows that market segmentation is not necessarily the same for the information emitted and received.
Dynamical analysis
Let us examine the dynamic pattern of the information transfer, as depicted by Figure whereas in the beginning of the period, the term structure of futures prices was heavily influenced by shocks arising in the short term part of the curve, this is not true anymore after 2008. This mean that the short-term prices (and consequently the physical prices) can be strongly influenced by price fluctuations moving backward in the maturity space. In other words, due to market integration, the driving forces of price movements become equivalent all along the term structure, and may propagate as easily in the forward direction as in the backward one.
Properties of information transfer
Let us finally rely on graph theory to approach the dynamical properties, and more precisely the stability of the information transfers. To do so, we built an oriented graph and we examine its stability (remind that a graph can be defined as a triple, consisting of a nodes set, a links set, and the relation associating nodes with links).
In what follows, we consider a graph where all possible connections are taken into account. More
We then rely on graph theory to approach the dynamical prop precisely the stability, of the directionality of the information a Among all the possibilities to buid graphs from financial time s ref) we focus on the unweighted directed full connected grap oriented according to the matrix of directionality. For a couple element of the matrix Txy is greater than Tyx, then the edge is o Y, otherwise from Y to X. Extracted from the directionality matrix Extracted from the directionality matrix computed in the static case (on the whole period), the corresponding directed graph is presented on Figure 7 . We can observe that the last maturities, in the center of the graph, are those where the links point in. In what follows, we consider this graph as a benchmark case, first because it represents what happens on the whole period, second because this configuration correspond to the intuitive way of functioning for a futures markets, where prices shocks are expected to rise in the physical market -here represented by the short-term maturities -and to be transmitted to the paper market.
More information is given by a connectivity analysis, like the one depicted by Figure 8 . It exhibits Du!point!de!vue!de!la!connectivité,!une!première!question!peut!être!posée!:!y!a il! des! maturités! critiques,! qui! reçoivent! ou! qui! envoient! plus! d'information! que! autres!?!! Une!analyse!statique!(sur!toute!la!période)!de!cette!question!donne!les!résult reproduits! sur! la! figure! 4b! (attention,! dans! ce! cas,! on! comptabilise! le! nombre! de! fl entrants!ou!sortants,!et!non!la!quantité!d'information!transférée).!! Figure' 4b . ' Somme,' par' maturité,' du' nombre' de' flux' sortants' (out,' ou' forward) , ' de' f entrants'(in,'ou'backward) ';'analyse'statique,'sur'toute'la'période the number of links associated to each maturity; up to the 18th months maturity, the links "out" are more numerous than the links "in". Interestingly, the six-month maturity appears to be very important, as it sends a lot of information (far more than the first month maturity). Conversely the deferred maturities are critical because they receive a lot.
To get a deeper insight of the stability properties of the graph, we calculate the survival ratioS R (t).
Remind that ifS R (t) = 1 , the system has the same flow of information as in the static case, that is to say the market is stable. IfS R (t) = 0, the set of directed links has been completely shuffled indicating disturbances in the flow of information.
We can see that before March 2008, the survival ratio displays some variations and fluctuations around a value of 70 percent. This results indicates that most of the links remain in the same state as in the benchmark case. After that date, the value decreases. 
Conclusion
Relying on conditional entropy and on the notion of information transfer, we investigate price relationships in the American crude oil futures market. We first show that the information shared by futures contracts with different delivery dates share an increasing amount of information. This is especially true for intermediate maturities. When focusing on information transfer, on average on the whole period, it appears that short-term maturities emit more information than long-term maturities, which is consistent with the normal functioning of a futures market. A dynamic analysis however reveals that price movements can now propagate as easily in the forward direction as in the backward one. Last but not least, the direction of prices becomes less stable as time goes on.
These empirical findings raise theoretical questions. The first concern the segmentation theory.
The questioning on the information provided by the term structures of futures prices and the possible presence of a market segmentation dates back to Modigliani and Sutch (1966) . Segmentation can be defined as a situation in which different parts of the prices curve are disconnected to each other. On the basis of the informational value of futures prices, Lautier (2005) shows that such a segmentation can be identified on the crude oil futures markets, but that as time goes on, and more precisely as a result of a development process of the market, this phenomenon tends to become less More importantly, the second theoretical question raised by this work is that of the Samuelson effect and calls for a re-appraisal of this effect.
It is common to assert, in the literature on derivative markets (and especially commodity derivative markets), that the behavior of prices is characterized by a difference between the price behavior of first nearby contracts and deferred contracts. The movements in the prices of the prompt contracts are large and erratic, while the prices of long-term contracts are relatively still. This results in a decreasing pattern of volatilities along the price curve. This phenomenon was first explained by Samuelson (1965) . Intuitively, it happens because a shock affecting the nearby contract price has an impact on succeeding prices that decreases as maturity increases. Indeed, as futures contracts reach their expiration date, they react much more strongly to information shocks, due to the ultimate convergence of futures prices to spot prices upon maturity. These price disturbances influencing mostly the short-term part of the curve are due to the physical market, and to demand and supply shocks.
Despite some debate about statistical measures, this hypothesis has found an large empirical support. Anderson (1985) , Milonas (1986) and Fama and French (1987) provided positive results for a large number of commodities and financial assets. More recently, on a theoretical and on an empirical point of view, Deaton and Laroque (1992) , Deaton and Laroque (1996) , Chambers and Bailey (1996) showed that the Samuelson effect is a function a storage costs. More precisely, a high cost of storage leads to relatively little transmission of shocks via inventory across periods. As a result, futures prices volatility declines rapidly with the maturity. Lastly, Fama and French (1988) showed that violations of the Samuelson effect might occur at a shorter horizon when inventory is high. In particular, price volatilities can initially increase with the maturity of the contract, because with enough inventories, stocks-outs may not be possible for the nearest delivery months. Finally, Bessembinder et al. (1996) show that a mean reverting behavior is necessary for the Samuelson effect to appear.
In all articles about the Samuelson effect (except maybe that of Anderson and Danthine (1983) ), the volatility of futures prices is due to shocks arising in the physical market, which are transmitted to the paper market. The term structure of volatilities decreases because the volatility comes from shocks arising in the physical market, which are transmitted in the paper market. The impact of 15 these shocks is all the more important that the expiration date of the futures contract approaches.
In other words, the natural direction for the propagation of shocks is the forward direction, i.e. from short to long-term maturities, with a progressive absorption as the maturities rise. However, as we have seen it in this paper, as a result of an increasing market integration, prices shocks coming from the long term can spread to the short-term maturities and eventually to the physical market.
In other words, it is now possible to have backward propagation of prices shocks, from the far end of the prices curve to the physical market. Such shocks can come from the derivative market itself.
In this case the problem could be a lack in the liquidity of long-term contracts or destabilizing speculative activities on this part of the curve. Another source of shocks can also be found in sudden changes in the physical conditions expected in the long run. The expectations of the operators are indeed embedded in the prices of deferred futures contracts. Thus a modification in the long-run expectations, due for example to new discoveries or technological advances in the case of energy commodities, might create a shock in the long-term futures prices.
